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INTRODUCTION
It’s never been easier to identify the
market rate of a positions salary given
the freely accessible benchmarking
platforms online. This gives potential
hires more clarity about their value
based on salary, benefits, location,
training & development and
advancement possibilities.
As organisations compete for talent you
must be clear on what the market is
paying for certain skills and from this
develop fair and reasonable salary
ranges for the positions in your
company. Regular salary and
compensation benchmarking helps you
attract and retain top talent.
In this guide Grasp Ltd identifies the 5
steps to complete a salary
benchmarking plan to prepare you for
your salary benchmarking project.
These steps are the foundation to your
project ensuring you know what your
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COMPLETE JOB DESCRIPTIONS
When salary benchmarking, it is not
enough just to match job titles alone.

aims are and can measure the success

Responsibilities, experience and

of your project at the end.

education/qualifications all factor into
an accurate salary.
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The primary task is to ensure all of your
job descriptions are up to date and
reflect the responsibilities of each role
within your company. If unsure, ask the
role holder or manager to review and
make amendments where necessary.
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ESTABLISH YOUR GOALS

UNDERSTAND YOUR PURPOSE

You should have 1 to 5 primary

Why are you performing a salary

objectives for salary benchmarking;

benchmarking project? Reasons could
be an annual review, a team who is over

these objectives will likely come from a

or under paid, retention of staff or

leader within your organisation or your

difficulty in hiring fresh talent into a

HR team. An example would be

particular area of the business.

reducing management pay by 10% in
the next 18 months. The more specific

Your purpose is the reason for

the goal the better, bearing in mind that

conducting the salary benchmarking

these goals will measure the success of

review, in order to measure its success

your salary benchmarking project.

the purpose needs to be clear and
specific. You may have various reasons

Goals and objectives will help you to

at individual, team and group level.

select jobs to benchmark.

These should all be clearly identified.
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OUTLINE YOUR BUDGET AND

CREATE YOUR TIMELINE

RESOURCE NEEDS

With your goals in mind you can create
a timeline for your salary benchmarking

Identify what parts of the project you
can manage in house, the 2 major costs

project. Remember to detail expected

of salary benchmarking are access to

time and milestones for each action.

data and HR consultant time. If you

Inevitably throughout your salary

need to hire an external consultant to

benchmarking project you will subject

help fully understand the fees involved

to unexpected projects and daily tasks

and what is included before

so it is recommended to add a few

committing. Take time to research what

weeks to your salary benchmarking

the costs will be to budget effectively.

project to account for any delays.

Grasp Ltd will work within your budget to support your resource and create your salary benchmarking review.
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SALARY
BENCHMARKING
DATA SOURCES
It is important to select the most
informative salary benchmarking
source, these will be specific to your
industry, geography and type of
organisation. Your benchmark will
include responsibilities, skill sets and
education backgrounds.
There are 3 options for salary
benchmarking data sources:

1. Published, traditional surveys
Produced by government, associations
or consulting firms and offer a broad
perspective.
2. Online data and software
Multiple online resources that offer
self-reported salary data from
employees. Timey, easy to use and cost
effective however, data is limited and
not exact.
3. Custom surveys
Grasp Ltd offer custom data surveys
specific to your business tying together
all 3 data sources available. Your
budget is what we work with.
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MATCHING YOUR
INTERNAL JOBS
TO YOUR SURVEY
DATA
No matter how specifically the data
matches your organisations positions,
you are still going to need to review
your internal job descriptions to identify
knowledge, skills and abilities as well as
experience level and education, the
survey data will then help to develop
your salary ranges.
Basic guidelines for matching internal
jobs to survey data:

Don’t match on job title alone. Your survey data may use a similar job title for a very
different position.
Confirm the scope of the role. When looking at the requirements and responsibilities of
the job position you are matching there are specific factors to consider:
o Who the position reports to?
o Direct reports
o Responsibilities
o Education
o Experience
Decide if you will benchmark one job within a team to survey data and then build an
internal range for addition levels or if you will price each job/level of position to survey
data. The easiest way to decide is if you want more input from an internal perspective or if
you want to maintain alignment with external data.
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Get in touch

See how Grasp Ltd can support your salary
benchmarking project and the survey data we
can provide on Gibraltar based roles,
organisations and industries.
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